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on october 6, 2009, the playstation network version of lost planet 2 was released in the us, with a
japan-only release coming the next day. the game includes a new akrid, known as captain cracker,
the akrid vs. human team assault mode, and a new weapon, the mechanical claw. for those who
have already played the game, the update includes a new story mode, "unlimited", as well as the
previously released content packs. unlimited is a free trial mode available on the playstation network
version of the game. in april 2011, a sequel to lost planet 2 was announced for the playstation 3. lost
planet 2 was released for the playstation 3 on april 27, 2011. it was developed by sumo digital and
published by capcom. it is a complete and standalone sequel to the game and features all the
content from the original. the game was met with mostly positive reviews, with the graphics and
online modes receiving praise. lost planet 2 was awarded best xbox 360 game of 2011 in a poll
conducted by game informer magazine. the game has multiplayer support on xbox live with up to 16
players online in a single game. players can compete through four game types; fugitive, elimination,
team elimination, and post grab. killing enemies, destroying vs, and hacking data posts will add to
the players score while getting killed and committing suicide will take away points. the point total at
the end of the game will be added to the player's overall score across all of their games. this score
will be used to determine the player's level. the highest level is 99. players can unlock new character
models and patterns. there are eight (nine in se version) multiplayer maps: crimson river, dark town,
diplidation, training facility, canyon 810, lost coast, pirate fortress, and frozen wasteland. there are
also several downloadable maps that you can get off of the marketplace. these include
battlegrounds, island 902, ice drop, and radar field.
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the game's story involves the nevec corporation, an intergalactic mega-corporation based on the
planet e.d.n. iii, who is planning to colonize the planet and terraform it into an earth-like planet, in

order to save the human race from being extinct. however, this plan is met with resistance from the
akrid race, who is resistant to the nevec's meddling. it is implied in the game that the akrid were the
"original" race of e. iii and have been in a war with the humans for centuries. the game takes place
on a newly terraformed planet, e.d.n. iii, which is the result of the terraforming of the planet earth
after it became too inhospitable for human life. the planet has been gripped by an ice age and has

overgrown with jungles, mountains, and desert lands. the planet has been terraformed into an earth-
like environment, with snow pirates living in the jungle area. the player takes on the role of a snow
pirate named cassard, who is given control of a giant, custom-built snow pirate. the snow pirate is

the central character in the game, and it serves as the main protagonist. it can use a variety of
weapons, including assault rifles, machine guns, a "whip" gun, and rocket launchers. while the player

is only able to control the snow pirate, a variety of different vehicles can be used to traverse the
various environments. the snow pirate has 3 different modes of movement - automatic, which allows
it to walk or glide across the ground at high speeds; mech, which allows it to walk or glide at normal
speeds, but it can sprint or jump at higher speeds; and then the "turbine" mode, which allows it to
walk, fly, or use its scimitar to slash across the ground at high speeds. it can also equip a variety of
tools, such as a snow shovel, and it can throw these at enemies. while in the snow pirate, players
can also interact with certain objects and people. the most prominent object is the dynamite box,

which can be used to destroy certain objects, such as trees, and make a bomb to kill enemies.
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